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FIRST Robotics Competition Guide

Hi,

The FIRST Canada Youth Council is proud to present our
newly revised FIRST Robotics Competition Guide. This
guide introduces the basics of how the FIRST Robotics
Competition works. It will give you an overview of what
you need to know regarding competition structure,
alliances, team tips, and enable you to better represent
your team during the season and at events.

This guide is not comprehensive, so please remember to
refer to the official game manual for specifics. You are 
 encouraged to explore the official season resources
from FIRST or unofficial resources created by teams.

We hope you will enjoy reading this guide and share it
with others who are searching for team resources.
Finally, welcome to the wonderful world of FRC! 

Happy reading,

Anthony, Naomi, Aaron, and Samantha
January 12, 2023

Foreword

Anthony C.

Naomi M.

Aaron S.

Samantha S.

https://www.firstinspires.org/resource-library/frc/competition-manual-qa-system
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There are two types of competitions: regional events and district events
Teams directly advance to the FIRST Championships from regional events
Teams in some regions (e.g. Ontario) compete in district events to qualify for their
district championship, from where they can advance to the FIRST Championship
During each event, teams play in a series of qualification matches; in each match, two
alliances of three randomly assigned teams compete against each other
In the match, teams can earn match points by scoring or opposing penalties
In 2023, teams earn ranking points if their alliance wins (2 points) or ties (1 points)
Teams can also earn up to 2 ranking points for completing other game objectives
Teams can earn up to 4 ranking points per match, and the teams with the maximum
number of ranking points are designated as the playoff alliance captains
The alliance captains select teams before the playoff matches of the competition 

How do competitions work?

Structure

A match during the 2022 Ontario District Championships



At the end of the qualification matches, the top eight seeded teams become the
alliance captains and choose two other teams to join their alliance
The alliance selection process consists of two rounds during which each alliance
captain invites a team seeded below them to join their alliance 
The invited team can choose to accept or decline the invitation
The first round proceeds in descending order, from the first to the eighth seeded
alliance, and the second round proceeds in the opposite order, from eight to one

How do alliance selections work?

Structure

Alliance picture of FRC teams 4270, 5015, and 3256
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Rules for selection include:
If an invitation from a top eight alliance captain to another alliance captain is
accepted, all lower alliance captains are promoted one spot
The next highest-seeded, unselected team moves to become the eighth alliance 
If the invited team declines, that team is not eligible to be invited again, and the
alliance captain extends another invitation to a different team 
If an invitation from an alliance captain to another alliance captain is declined, the
declining team may still invite teams to join their alliance; however, it cannot
accept invitations from other alliances
Unselected teams can choose to join a pool of backup robots, where they may be
called upon to join playoffs if an alliance robot cannot continue the competition 
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In Playoff Matches, teams do not earn Ranking Points; they earn wins and losses
The playoff tournament is a double elimination format, with upper and lower brackets
Each alliance begins in the upper bracket; if they lose, they move to the lower bracket
Alliances in the lower bracket must win matches to stay in the tournament

Teams move to the lower bracket if they lose, and lose playoffs if they lose again
In round 1, the higher ranked alliance is assigned to the red alliance; further colour
assignments are shown in the chart below
There are no ties in playoff matches, ties are broken by a variety of metrics

In extreme cases, a match may be replayed to ensure a more definitive result
Once there are two alliances left (one each of in the upper and lower brackets), they
face off in the finals round—alliances must win two matches out of three to win the
event

Ties are acceptable in the finals round, and additional matches are then played
A disqualified team, as determined by the Head referee, causes their Alliance to
receive zero match points in a Playoff match

How do alliance selections work?

Structure
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30 to 70 teams usually attend from anywhere around the world. Past Canadian
regional events have been held in Victoria BC and Trois-Rivières QC
To progress, you need to either win an award that qualifies you for the FIRST
Championships or win the competition; the following teams qualify:

FIRST Impact Award winner
Engineering Inspiration Award winner
Captain of the winning alliance
First and second pick of the winning alliance
Teams can earn a wild card qualifying spot if one of the winning teams from the
winning alliance has already qualified. That spot first goes to the Rookie-All-Star
award winner, and then to the captain and other robots of the finalist alliance

How do regional competitions work?

District events usually involve 24–42 teams from the same geographical area
How do district competitions work?

Structure

After all the district events, there is a district championship event. In Ontario, this
event is called the Ontario Provincial Championship with 80 of the top district points
ranked teams competing. Teams can compete here and earn more points from
qualification performance, playoff performance, and any awards won.
Then, the top 10-30 teams in the entire district qualify for the FIRST Championships.
Ontario is a district, with several district events taking place across Ontario every year.

Teams gain points for: 
Qualification performance
Playoff Advancement
Draft Order
Alliance Captain
Judged Team Awards
Team Age (10 points for rookie
teams, 5 points for veterans

FIRST Robotics Canada was
established in 2001, and now there

are over 180 Canadian teams! 

FUN
 FACT!

https://www.firstinspires.org/resource-library/frc/championship-eligibility-criteria
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There is one FIRST Championship which is located in Houston, Texas
Over 600 teams will compete at the 2023 Championship
There are eight divisions at the Championship event, each named after famous STEM
innovators—past divisions have included Carver, Galileo, Newton, and Turing
Each of the eight divisions works like a normal event, with qualification and playoffs
The winning alliances from each division, known as division alliances, compete on
Einstein Field, which is double elimination. In this format, each division alliance plays
one match against each of the other alliances. Instead of earning Ranking Points, you
earn Championship Points. The winning alliance receives two Championship Points,
and the losing alliance receives zero Championship Points. In the event of a tied
score, each alliance receives one Championship Point. The top two teams with the
most Championship Points compete in the final match to decide the overall winner

How does the FIRST Championship work?

You can pre-qualify for the FIRST Championship by:
By membership in the FIRST Hall of Fame, which consists of all the teams who
have won the Championship Impact Award. Only one Canadian team—1114
Simbotics—has earned this honour

Structure

By being one of the previous year’s FIRST Championship winners
By being one of the previous
year’s FIRST Championship
Engineering Inspiration
Award winners
For more information about
the 2023 Championship,
please visit
www.firstchampionship.org

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YgsIiTr6I0jB69d4zrBe32Umj06sWJHzB0sGI_7Mwu8/edit#heading=h.c76wwsc5oi3s


Competitions are exciting! Keep in mind that after a long day of fun and competing,
you will be TIRED! Make sure to get enough sleep!  
When you arrive at a competition it may be overwhelming at first. Teams usually arrive
early in morning, unload, set up their pit, and get their robot inspected by volunteers.
After, teams have an opportunity to participate in practice matches. (It is advisable to
not miss these!) Teams then typically work a bit on their robot, before attending
opening ceremonies. Qualifying matches usually commence right after that.! You will
receive a schedule for  your practice time and match times. Be sure not to forget! 
(See following page for sample schedule)
At competitions, team members can take on different roles. A few such roles are
scouting and the pit crew. Some teams have a pit crew who stay in the pit, fix the
robot, talk to judges and anyone else who may come by to see the pit. Scouting is
when students get information about other robots in a match for alliances. 
After a long morning of competition you will be hungry for lunch. Matches will pause
for a lunch break, and it’s your time to fuel up! Consider eating some fruits or
vegetables to give your body the nutrition it needs to compete the best you can! 
It's essential that you stay hydrated at events or you will feel more exhausted and
drained than you would normally feel. So bring a reusable water bottle!
Make sure to abide by all COVID guidelines and recommendations in your area
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Wear shoes that completely cover the
entire foot. Shoes must be substantial
and have closed toes and heels to
protect against foot injuries, regardless
of work location. Flip-flops, sandals,
mules, lightweight slippers, etc. are not
acceptable in pits
Tie back or cover long hair
Wear gloves to protect hands and
fingers when handling the robot or the
robot crate; finger injuries are one of the
most common injuries at events
Learn and abide by the COVID guidelines
and recommendations for events

WEAR EYE PROTECTION (Safety glasses): 
Anywhere in the pits
Near the arena, including the playing field
On the practice field
Any area posted with signs requiring the use
of eye protection (such as the machine shop)
Your eyes must be clearly visible to others

DO:

Safety
Safety FIRST! At competition, it is important to stay SAFE while also having fun.
Here are some important things to keep in mind:

10
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Note that FIRST staff and volunteers are distinguished by their name badges
They may also be distinguished by coloured caps or fluorescent vests

Stay aware of your surroundings at all times
Always demonstrate safe behaviours, even in the heat of competition
Establish a planned lifting procedure for robots, including cart removal after lifting
Make sure the robot is properly secured if you must work underneath it
Never work on the robot on an unstable surface
Assist and mentor other teams with safety issues

DO:

Safety

11
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Do not wear dangling jewelry or loose, baggy clothing near the robots
Do not use skateboards, ‘hoverboards’, or drones at events
Do not bring bottled gas tanks (e.g. helium) to events
Do not throw objects (such as paper airplanes) from the stands/bleachers
Do not tape-off or save seats for others
Make sure to leave your pit in a safe state every day

DO NOT:

Do not add music or other sound-generating devices
to the cart, with the exception of devices of
reasonable volume intended to be activated
occasionally to make others in the direct vicinity
aware that a robot is on the move for safety  
Put your team number on your cart so it can be
identified by field personnel

Shep the Safety Sheep, team 2706 George the Safety Bear, team 6135

While handling your robot cart, keep in 

Carts must remain in the team pit area
when not in use for robot transportation
All carts should fit through a standard 30-
inch door, and be able to traverse ramps
Wheels on the cart must not damage site
flooring

Your Robot Cart

        mind that:

Safety
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Please note that this is only a consolidated list. Please refer to the full safety manual at
https://www.firstinspires.org/resource-library/frc/safety-manual before attending events

https://www.firstinspires.org/resource-library/frc/safety-manual
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What Should Be The Goal of Watching?
Watching competitions sure is fun, however, there are many more facets to observing
different team matches. By watching teams play, you can scout their team to see if they
would be good alliance partners. Be sure to demonstrate gracious professionalism ®.

Behaviour
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Watching matches is your opportunity to observe a team’s playing style, to see if you will
be compatible playing together on an alliance. You can also take in the ingenuity of
different teams and their approaches to tackling the year’s challenge. Each team comes
up with incredible and unique ideas — maybe you could use the ideas you have seen for
future challenges!
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What You Should Do?
Always remember your Gracious Professionalism® while watching teams in competition
on the field. Celebrate all teams' accomplishments, no matter the outcome.

Even while watching teams play, you should continue displaying Gracious
Professionalism®. Laugh with everyone instead of laughing at teams; never make fun of
another team’s failure. While your team is not competing, and you have some spare time, 
 you can take time to watch matches, work on your robot, visit other teams, strategize,
code, or just take a break.

When working on your robot, other teams may approach you and ask for help. FIRST
teams compete intensely on the field, but cooperate even more intensely off the field.
Always try to help out wherever you can or provide them resources which may hold the
answers they are seeking. It's always important to be Graciously Professional when
interacting with anyone at events.

Remember, have fun! This event is meant to be enjoyed as well, you can try to talk to
different teams, exchange pins, and collect t-shirts! Just remember to get permission
before you take photos of other people and their teams.

Houston, Texas
Detroit, Michigan 
St. Louis, Missouri
Atlanta, Georgia
Walt Disney World
Manchester, New
Hampshire

FRC World
Championships have
been held in:

FUN FACT!
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What is scouting?
Scouting is a crucial part of match strategy — through scouting, teams can figure
out which robots they work best with and how to best increase their odds of
winning a match. 
There are many different types of scouting: 

Match scouting is typically done with a group of 6 students minimum, one for
each robot. Scouts sit in the stands and watch every match. They record
quantitative information (ex. when a game piece was scored) about an
assigned robot on a sheet of paper or a scouting app. This information can be
referenced later at scouting meetings.
Qualitative scouting is also done in the stands but records a different type of
information. Qualitative scouts watch each match but write down information
that can’t be expressed in numbers (ex. Team XXXX has a new drive team or
Team XXXX has trouble against team YYYY's strategy).

 What are alliances?
Alliances are usually comprised of 3 teams each. There is a red alliance and a
blue alliance that face off against each other in each game. During qualification
matches, alliances are random, but during playoffs, the top seeded teams have
the ability to pick their alliance partners. (See: How do alliance selections work?)

FAQ 

Pit scouting involves team
members visiting each pit and
talking to members of other teams
about their robot. They usually ask
questions about robot abilities,
autonomous modes, or any other
information that is deemed useful.
They also take pictures of the robot
in the pit.

15
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What is a pit?
The pits are a section of the venue where each team has their own separate space
to work on their robot. Think of it as a miniature workspace! The pit is usually 10 x
10 x 10 feet and is customizable by each team. As well as containing all of a
team’s parts and tools, the pit also usually contains some team pamphlets and
some fun souvenirs (buttons, magnets, fidget toys) for the people that visit!

FRC team 5406 member showing their robot to a judge 
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When are you being judged?
Throughout the duration of the qualification matches, judges will wander through
the pits to ask team members questions about their robot and team. However,
even if you’re not being judged, you’re always a representative of your team — so
remember to exhibit Gracious Professionalism® at all times!

FAQ 

What do these numbers mean?
When a new team registers for FRC, they receive a team number. The team
number is permanent and unique to that team. The numbers given increase every
year as more rookie teams register. Say you are team 1234—you are around the
1234th team registered (some numbers are skipped, some teams stop registering,  
teams return with different numbers, teams were renumbered yearly before 1998)
There is a trick to saying
these team numbers! It is
quite difficult to say “team
one thousand two hundred
and thirty-four”. Instead, four
digit team numbers are
generally read two digits at a
time or as individual digits—
as “twelve thirty-four”. Three
digits are usually read as one
digit and then two digits (as
“one twenty-three”). 



Auto: The autonomous part of the game
Blue Banner: The physical prize for the biggest awards in FIRST; Event Champion, Impact
Award, and Woodie Flowers Award
Bypass: State assigned to robots which are unable or ineligible to participate in a match
CAD: Computer-aided design
Charged Up: The 2023 FRC game, presented by Haas
Cheesecake: A prebuilt part that is intended to be attached to another team's robot
Coopertition®: The philosophy that teams can cooperate and compete at the same time
Core Values: Values that are core to the FIRST Experience: discovery, innovation, impact,
inclusion, teamwork, and fun
Einstein: The final division at the World Championship — the winners of this division are
crowned the World Champions 
Enable/Disable: To turn on/off your robot
FIRST: For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology
FLL: FIRST Lego League, FIRST competition for elementary and middle schoolers
FRC: FIRST Robotics Competition, FIRST competition for high schoolers
FTC: FIRST Tech Challenge, FIRST competition for middle and high schoolers
Gracious Professionalism®: A way of doing things that encourages high-quality work,
emphasizes the value of others and respects individuals and the community. It is not
clearly defined for a reason. It can and should mean different things to everyone!
Human Player: The team member that interacts with game objects during the match
KOP: Kit of Parts, the kit of parts all teams receive at Kickoff
Offseason: Unofficial robotics competition usually held between May to February
OPR: Offensive power rating; one metric of how much a robot contributes to alliances
Pits: Your team’s robot workspace during competitions, usually 10 ft x 10 ft x 10 ft 
Queuing: Waiting in line to start competing on the field
Rapid React: The FRC game during the 2022 season, presented by Boeing
For game-specific terms, please refer to the game manuals released every year

FIRST Robotics Competition Guide V2
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Ranking points: points your alliance receives for winning or completing tasks during the
match. Average amounts of Ranking Points is used to rank teams for alliance selection
Rookie: A first-year team in FIRST, or a participant who is new to FIRST
Teleop: The driver-controlled part of the match, as opposed to autonomous
Wildcards: A team that earns a qualifying spot at the FIRST Championship based on an
already qualifying team at that event earning an additional qualifying award
Yellow/red card: A warning issued by the head referee for egregious team behaviour

Glossary
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In 1992, the inaugural FRC competition was hosted in
a high-school gymnasium with 28 teams. The playing
field was covered in corn kernels to provide a
challenge for the robots. It was called Maize Craze! 

FUN
 FACT!

FIRST Robotics Canada 
Instagram: @firstroboticscanada TikTok: @firstcanada
Magazine: https://magazine.firstroboticscanada.org/
Website: https://www.firstroboticscanada.org
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And THANK YOU to the rest of the FIRST Canada Youth Council and FIRST Canada Staff
for all of their love and support along the way! We couldn't have done it without you.❤ 

Special Thanks
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